
Hilvarenb. 1-6-2024
Hilvarenbeek
51.48698395, 5.146972817481462

     This charming first-floor, one-bedroom apartment, recently renovated, is nestled in a serene
corner of Hilvarenbeek. Its location offers easy access to local amenities and attractions,
providing a convenient base for your stay.Step into the cosy living room, where a plush sofa and
armchair beckon you to unwind. The flat-screen TV is perfect for catching up on your favourite
shows, while the dining area is ideal for enjoying a meal. The fully equipped kitchen corner is
designed for convenience, whether you&#39;re cooking a gourmet dinner or a quick snack.Sip
your morning coffee or enjoy some peaceful moments on the terrace, which is directly accessible
from the living room.Upon entering the bedroom from the living room, you&#39;ll see that it has
a comfortable double bed that will ensure you have a good night&#39;s sleep. Your possessions
will have plenty of storage space in the wardrobe, enclosed with mirrored doors, keeping you
tidy.Enjoy comfort in the stylish bathroom, which includes a walk-in shower with a calming rain
shower and a compact sink with helpful storage. A washing machine and dryer are also included.
A separate toilet adds convenience to your stay.Wi-Fi is available throughout the apartment, so
you can stay connected during your visit. For those arriving by car, parking is conveniently located
on the street, ensuring easy access to your accommodation.Discover our charming one-bedroom
apartment&#39;s ideal combination of comfort, functionality, and style. This welcoming
apartment will surely meet your expectations.

Overview

Purpose: For rent Type: Apartment City: Hilvarenbeek

Area: 50-100m2 Size precise: 55m2 Energy efficiency: -

Bathrooms: 1 Bedrooms: 1 Sale price: $Price on request

Floor: First floor

Indoor amenities

Air conditioning Smart TV Dishwasher Heating

Internet Microwave Washing Machine Separate toilet



Dryer Towels/Bedding Iron Laptop-friendly workspace

Outdoor amenities

Private parking Roof terrace
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